The Anthony and Sharon Lee Foundation Jazz Scholarships

The scholarships are intended to support students studying jazz at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music (SCM) who are in financial needs.

**Scholarship value and duration**

- Undergraduate: $6,000 per year, tenable for four years
- Postgraduate: $12,500 per semester, tenable for three semesters

**Eligibility criteria**

- Open to full-time undergraduate and postgraduate students studying jazz at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music

For more information

Student Administration Services
T 1800 SYD UNI (1800 793 864)
T +61 2 8627 1444 (outside Australia)
E scholarship.applications@sydney.edu.au

**Background**

The scholarships are offered through the generosity of jazz lovers, Anthony and Sharon Lee. The Anthony and Sharon Lee Foundation Jazz Scholarships will support two postgraduate and five undergraduate students for the duration of their degrees.

The scholarships are designed to enable promising students who have genuine financial needs to reduce the number of hours they need to do paid work, so they can focus on their studies.

**Selection criteria**

- The Scholarships are to be awarded on the basis of merit and financial need as determined by the University policy from time to time.
- Financial disadvantage is evidenced by a means-tested Centrelink income or equivalent.
- Where two or more applicants are of the same merit, scholarships will be awarded to those with the greater financial need.

**Payment schedule**

- Payment in two equal instalments each semester, either in late March and late August of each year OR after census date each semester

**Conditions of award**

Please refer to the terms and conditions of this Scholarship for a full list of the conditions that apply.
TERMS & CONDITIONS
SC1713 - The Anthony and Sharon Lee Foundation Jazz Scholarships

Eligibility
Scholarships are open to undergraduate and postgraduate students studying jazz at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music.

Scholarships are to be awarded on the basis of merit and financial need as determined by the University policy from time to time. Financial disadvantage is evidenced by a means-tested Centrelink income or equivalent. Where two or more applicants are of the same merit, scholarships will be awarded to those with the greater financial need.

Without limiting the generality of the Purpose of Gift and without committing to a particular timeframe, the University acknowledges the Donors preference that it award scholarships from the Fund to five undergraduate students at $6,000 per year for four years and two postgraduate students at $12,500 per semester for three semesters.

Conditions of award
The Anthony and Sharon Lee Foundation Jazz Scholarships are payable in two equal instalments; option: in late March and late August of each year OR after HECS Census date each semester.

The scholarship will be terminated if:
1. the recipient withdraws from the agreed upon degree program;
2. the recipient enrols part-time without prior approval;
3. the recipient fails to meet the required AAM of 75; or
4. the recipient accepts another scholarship of equal or higher value.

Once terminated, the scholarship will not be reinstated.